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Getting rid of Kim Jong-un from North
Korea 'is like trying to get rid of Allah in
Iraq', says South Korean general as he
warns dictator's 'cult' is backed by
1,000 Kamikaze pilots

In-Bum Chun described staggering levels of indoctrination in North Koreans
It means getting rid of Kim Jong-un is like trying to get rid of religion, he says
Retired general says regime has taken massive steps to ready its people for war
Children aged 14 know how to fire an AK47 and 12-year-olds are recruited to train
as hackers 

By KHALEDA RAHMAN FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 04:08 EST, 12 January 2018 | UPDATED: 09:41 EST, 12 January 2018

A retired South Korean general has described the difficulty of overthrowing Kim
Jong-un in North Korea because of the extent to which the country's population has
been brainwashed.

In-Bum Chun, the former deputy commander of South Korea's army, says it wouldn't
be like the removal of Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq but 'like trying to get rid
of Allah,' The Times reports.

He claimed that although much of the massive arsenal North Korea built after 1953 is
obsolete, 1,000 fighter jets could be redeployed as Kamikaze aircraft loaded with
bombs.
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A retired South Korean general has described the difficulty of overthrowing Kim Jong-un
(pictured centre) in North Korea

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un waves to his loyal men as he visits the national science
centre in a photo released by Pyongyang on January 12

The entire country is a 'barracks,' Lieutenant-General Chun said, and even children
undergo military training to ensure North Korea is 'never bombed into the Stone Age'
like it was during the Korean War. 
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He said universal conscription means men have to serve in the army for 11 years and
women have to complete six or seven years

Speaking to an audience at the Policy Exchange in London, General Chun said: 'It's
not like trying to get rid of [Saddam Hussein]. It's like trying to get rid of Allah.'

North and South Korea are holding talks for the first talks in two years – but tensions
are between the Communist regime and United States have been exacerbated by
Kim's regular nuclear missile tests, prompted threats of action from President Donald
Trump.

Kim Jong-un (centre, in black) and his scientists pose for a group photo during his inspection
to the State Academy of Sciences on Friday 
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Kim Jong-un toured the newly remodeled revolutionary museum at the State Academy of
Sciences, according to state newspaper Rodong Sinmun
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In-Bum Chun, the former deputy commander of South Korea's army, says removing Kim from
power in North Korea would be 'like trying to get rid of Allah' in Iraq

General Chun said Kim Jong-un and his family are 'like a cult' that has brainwashed
the population in a bid to prepare them for war.

He said:

A 14-year-old child gets more than 100 hours of military training a year and knows
how to fire an AK47, throw a grenade and march for 24 hours

Control is exerted through collective punishment so if one person in a group of
five to ten families misbehaves, all of them 'go to the gulag or are executed'

Pyongyang has up to 5,000 tonnes of chemical and biological agents and 1,000
artillery pieces trained on Seoul alone

The country is also boosting its cyberwar capabilities by enlisting children showing
an aptitude for technology into a programme to be trained as programmers or
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hackers from the age of 12

Much of the country's military facilities are located underground to complicate
attempts to neutralise its attempts to build a nuclear arsenal

General Chun, who retired in 2016 after 40 years in the military, said indoctrination
ran so deep that even soldiers who defected had a 'ridiculous' belief in their system.

General Chun (right, in 2015) said the whole or North Korea is a 'barracks' and even children
undergo military training

He spoke of an incident in the 1980s when sailors lined up to be shot in the back of
the head after their submarine infiltrated southern waters and broke down.

But one man who was captured alive broke after just a day – because 'once they
realise they've been lied to, they change very quickly.'

However, General Chun said the number of defectors has dropped dramatically
since Kim came to power in 2011 because he built a wall that made it harder to flee to
China.
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But he says it could also mean living conditions inside North Korea have improved. 

 

Read more:
Kim Jong-un¿s brainwashed North Koreans ¿would fight to the death¿ | World | The Times & The Sunday Times
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friend outside Beverly
Hills restaurant after
This Is Us reveals how
his character Jack died
Dressed in denim 

Something fishy is
going on! Katy Perry's
viral 'Left Shark' drags
her along the stage as
the North American leg
of her tour comes to a
bizarre close

Forever young! Crown
Princess Mary of
Denmark shows off her
glowing complexion in a
new royal portrait to
celebrate her 46th
birthday

'I'll destroy you!' Haley
Joel Osment 'has
furious meltdown after
being told flight is full'...
before police are called
to deal with former child
star

Melania plays queen of
hearts as she visits
children's hospital with
Valentines and coloring
books for victims of the
opioid epidemic
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Smiles all around 

Where's the bump?
Pregnant Khloe
Kardashian wears sheer
bra in Instagram snap...
but photo stops just
above her belly
Seven months pregnant 

Tickled Meryl Streep in
fit of giggles after
French filmmaker Agnes
Varda, 89, sends
cardboard cutout to
take her place at
nominees luncheon

Tim Robbins, 59,
brings stunning Gratiela
Brancusi as his date to
premiere of his new
HBO series Here And
Now
Shawshank star

'Destined for wardrobe
malfunctions': Justin
Timberlake is
mercilessly mocked for
his bizarre custom
made Stella McCartney
Super Bowl outfit

'Newest member of the
girl squad!' Jack
Osbourne welcomes
third daughter with wife
Lisa... whose name is a
poignant tribute to late
son Theo 

'Miracle anniversary':
Jamie Lynn Spears
celebrates one year
since her daughter
Maddie survived horrific
ATV accident
Thanked her fans 

'It's amazing to be by
your side through this
journey!' Caitlyn Jenner
gushes over newborn
granddaughter as she
posts a throwback snap
of baby Kylie

'16 years ago, I was in
jail in a wheelchair':
Catastrophe star Rob
Delaney celebrates his
sobriety after revealing
he 'drove blackout
drunk into a building'

Live hosts Kelly Ripa
and Ryan Seacrest trade
NYC for the Bahamas..
and invite lucky guests
Heather Graham and
Bachelor Arie Luyendyk
Jr.

'It was gut-wrenching':
Ryan Seacrest opens up
about being wrongly
accused of harassment
as he vows to be 'part of
the change'
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Opened up about it 

'Luckiest girl in the
world': Britney Spears
gushes about hunky
boyfriend Sam Asghari
who she says 'inspires
her everyday' in sweet
Instagram post

Time to celebrate!
Margot Robbie is beach
chic in retro sunglasses
and a baseball cap as
she catches up with
friends after her Oscar
nomination

'She feels like being a
mom is her true calling':
Kylie Jenner 'overjoyed'
after delivering her baby
daughter with boyfriend
Travis Scott
'Happiest days of her life'

Flower power! Sofia
Vergara dazzles in floral
off-the-shoulder dress
as she dines at Villa
Blanca in Beverly Hills
Ate at the upscale Beverly
Hills eatery

Society magazine
Tatler predicts what lies
in store for Harry and
Meghan at bachelor and
bachelorette bashes
(and cameras will
DEFINITELY be banned)

'I can't wait to see you
guys!': Taylor Swift
surfaces in rare social
media appearance as
she announces new
Spotify playlist and tour
rehearsal

A picture of
contentment! Jessica
Alba is all smiles as she
pushes one-month-old
son Hayes in a stroller
in LA
Comfortably dressed 

Saoirse Ronan flashes
her cleavage in daring
cut-out orange dress as
she attends glittering
Oscar nominees
luncheon in Los
Angeles 

Blake Lively 'needs
another hand surgery'
after being injured on
set of The Rhythm
Section and won't
resume filming until
June

'Way too young to be
behind the wheel!' Elle
Macpherson slammed
by fans after posting a
video of her son
Aurelius Cy, 15, driving
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for the first time on a
main road

Booty-full day at the
gym! Ariel Winter wears
sheer paneled leggings
for squat day
Modern Family star
posted a video of herself
doing squats

The Hadids take
Manhattan! Bella,
Yolanda and Anwar
showcase their
individual styles as they
run separate errands in
NYC

Justin Timberlake was
'100 per cent' going to
use a Prince hologram
but backed out at the
last minute due to social
media backlash from
fans

Model Stella Maxwell
flashes her midriff in
crop top and plaid pants
as she grabs coffee to
go in LA
The 27-year-old leggy
blonde looked stylish

Lovefest! Paris Hilton
in off-the-shoulder white
frock cuddles up to
Kardashian momager
Kris Jenner at fashion
event in LA
Seemed thrilled

'What day do I start
shooting?' Judd Apatow
says a Dundee movie
starring Chris
Hemsworth can happen
as he expresses interest
in directing 

Prints charming!
Emmy Rossum wears
floral patterned dress to
Theater Festival in NYC
With Mandy Patinkin, Kyle
MacLachlan and Matthew
Broderick

REVEALED: Celine
Dion shakes a bronze
replica of her late
husband Rene Angelil's
hand every night before
hitting the stage to
perform

'They told no one':
New mom Kylie Jenner,
20, kept pregnancy a
secret by 'utilizing
decoy car'... as she
plans on being 'hands-
on' mother 

Makeup free Sarah
Hyland flashes toned
tummy in a zip-up crop
top while leaving gym
session
She hasn't worked out in
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five months

Makeup free Isla Fisher
goes casual in ripped
jeans and flannel for
some retail therapy in
Beverly Hills
Isla went solo for a
shopping trip 

'Stop being silent
about injustice': Natalie
Portman speaks during
Time's Up panel at
Makers Conference in
LA
Joined Rashida Jones

Back to business!
Victoria Beckham looks
stylish in a checked
skirt and shirt as she
jets to New York after
high-profile Spice Girls
reunion 

'She's a great mom':
Kylie Jenner shows off
the stunning flowers
she has been sent after
welcoming a baby girl...
as mother Kris praises
the starlet

Gary Oldman picks up
ANOTHER Best Actor
gong at AARP Awards
for his role as Winston
Churchill... after he's
tipped for Oscars
success

Tangerine dream!
Director Greta Gerwig
wears bold orange
gown as she joins her
star Saoirse Ronan at
AARP industry event in
Los Angeles

Still an American
beauty! Mena Suvari is
stylish in camisole top
paired with navy jacket
and wide-legged pants
at Becks premiere in
NYC

Claire Danes looks
chic in a long black coat
as she swings by The
Late Show With Stephen
Colbert in Manhattan
Her hit show Homeland
returns Sunday

Dakota Johnson cuts a
chic figure in faux fur
coat and skinny jeans
as she joins dapper
Jamie Dornan for Fifty
Shades Freed press
tour in Paris

Bold and bejeweled!
Margot Robbie stuns in
a pink gemstone-
encrusted ball gown on
the cover of Harper's
Bazaar Australia
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Stunning shoot 

Lingerie model Sarah
Stage reveals the
HECTIC daily routine
that maintains her six-
pack, from nursing to
working out when her
sons sleep

'Bathe in my bristly
glow!': Henry Cavill
debuts Mission
Impossible trailer as he
hilariously claims his
own mustache took
over his Instagram 

Bikini-clad Bethenny
Frankel sunbathes with
on-off boyfriend Dennis
Shields in Miami... just
weeks after declaring
she is 'utterly single'
Flaunted her lithe figure 

Make-up free Elizabeth
Olsen slips on sporty
shorts as she works up
a sweat on a gruelling
hike
She's still in superhero
shape

Melissa Meeks is
'dating Brandi
Glanville's billionaire ex
Donald 'DJ' Friese'... as
she tries to move on
from her estranged 'Hot
Felon' husband Jeremy

'Hot Felon' Jeremy
Meeks' estranged wife
Melissa shows off a
VERY big pout and a
wrinkle-free face after
getting lip fillers and
Botox 

Bedazzled! Make-up
free Elle Fanning wears
jewel adorned jacket
and star-patterned
shoes for studio visit
Elle Fanning strutted the
sidewalks of Burbank 

She got it from her
mama! Ashley Graham
and her 53-year-old
mother pose together in
coordinating bikinis and
one-pieces for stunning
swimwear campaign

Lady in black! Naya
Rivera keeps it casual in
tank-top and ripped
jeans while running
errands in Los Angeles
The 31-year-old actress
stepped out 

A golden day! Saoirse
Ronan, Margot Robbie
and Mary J Blige kick
off red carpet at Oscar
luncheon in Beverly
Hills... one month before
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the Academy Awards 

Double agent! James
Bond star Daniel Craig
spotted in Rome with
his father after watching
England in the Six
Nations 
Chip off the old block 

Today anchors gather
at Al Roker's townhouse
to watch the Super Bowl
(while Megyn Kelly
enjoys a Martini at home
with husband Doug)

Will he be the next
James Bond? Chris
Hemsworth reveals he
would 'jump' at the
chance to play the
legendary spy in the 007
film franchise

'What a game that
was!': Gisele Bunchen
congratulates Eagles on
their Super Bowl win as
she posts picture of her
comforting an
emotional Tom Brady 

'This has been handled
with respect and love':
Jessica Chastain
reveals she's been cut
from The Death And Life
Of John F. Donovan by
director

Mena Suvari cuddles
up to boyfriend Michael
Hope in New York City...
while promoting new
film Becks
In the Big Apple on the
promotional trail 

Lacy lady! Reese
Witherspoon teams
black turtleneck with
charcoal blazer and eye-
popping scarlet skirt as
she steps out in Los
Angeles

'It's happening in every
industry': Zoe Kravitz
discusses sexual
harassment and the
Time's Up movement as
she poses for Fashion
Magazine

Spice Girls reunion
plans are leaning
toward 'a full-scale tour
and a record label'... as
girl group 'have been in
constant contact' since
recent London meeting

Chris Hemsworth is
keen to turn Crocodile
Dundee Super Bowl
commercial into a REAL
movie...after the all-star
ad proved to be the hit
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of the night 

Paul Hogan flat out
refuses to make another
Crocodile Dundee film
DESPITE the recent
success of the star
studded Super Bowl
advertisement

'I love using lipstick as
blush': Lindsay Lohan
looks fresh-faced in W
Magazine shoot as she
talks developing her
new make-up line
Looking very chic 

Beautiful in black!
Laura Dern means
business in smart blazer
and leather skirt combo
at starry Oscars lunch
at the Beverly Hilton
Hotel

Amber Heard 'fined
almost $7,000 for
skipping deposition' in
breach of contract
dispute with producer of
film London Fields
Another legal dispute 

Pregnant Lauren Bush
Lauren shows off a very
big bump in photos
taken during a romantic
trip with husband David,
three months before her
due date

His Baywatch moment!
Beauty & The Beast star
Luke Evans looks very
muscular in red shorts
as he poses on Los
Angeles beach
Star is 38-years-old 

REVEALED: Uma
Thurman posts video of
Kill Bill car crash with
moment her body is
pulled from wreckage
while accusing
Weinstein of lying

Supermodel Naomi
Campbell backs
Formula One grid
girls...and claims she's
self-conscious about
her body despite nude
magazine shoots

Youthful Monica
Bellucci, 53, shows off
her hourglass curves in
glittering red gown at
Lumieres Award
Ceremony in Paris
All eyes were on her

Sarah Silverman and
Michael Sheen split
after four years because
long-distance
relationship 'got hard' 
The comedian shared the
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news to her Twitter 

Hollywood royalty!
Lifetime reveals the
British and Jamaican-
American actors who
will play Prince Harry
and Meghan Markle in
film of their romance

Blooming beautiful!
Makeup free Naomi
Watts looks radiant as
she juggles a large
bouquet of flowers and
groceries in New York
Stylish as always 

As rumors continue to
swirl that Kylie Jenner
named her daughter
Butterfly, FEMAIL
rounds up adorable kids
clothes with the winged
creature

'It's not a usual setting
for us': Chris
Hemsworth reveals
what it was like filming a
SEX SCENE with wife
Elsa Pataky for their film
12 Strong 

Robert Wagner's
account of night Natalie
Wood died 'didn't make
sense,' say detectives,
announcing two new
witnesses have come
forward

White hot! Margot
Robbie flaunts her legs
in a Chanel mini dress
at the Oscars luncheon
in LA...after scoring her
first Academy Award
nomination

'Fly Luna Fly!' John
Legend playfully tosses
his daughter into the air
as they take a swim
during Super Bowl
viewing party at their LA
home 

Be ours! From Kim
Kardashian's candy
heart fragrances to a
silk pillowcase covered
in KISS marks, shop
FEMAIL's favorite
Valentine's Day gifts

Emotional moment
world's most expensive
soccer player Neymar
bursts into tears as
Colombian singer
serenades him with
happy birthday

'Our girls are two
weeks apart and I can't
wait for them to be
besties!': Kim
Kardashian, 37, shares
sweet note for new mom
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Kylie Jenner, 20

PICTURED: Lady
Antebellum's Hillary
Scott shares first photo
of newborn twin
daughters Betsy Mack
and Emory JoAnn
Adorable pics

Happy birthday,
Princess! Mary of
Denmark looks chic in
an embellished coat at a
charity event in
Copenhagen as she
celebrates turning 46

'It's a shared
phenomenon': Claire
Danes reveals she also
experienced sexual
harassment as she talks
equal pay in Hollywood 

Girls' night out!
Kourtney Kardashian
and daughter Penelope
don fur coats as they
head to dinner in New
York City with North
West

Philadelphia native
Will Smith shares
hilarious videos of
himself celebrating
Super Bowl win of his
beloved Eagles
From agony to ecstasy

Critics SLAM Justin
Timberlake's 'baffling,
vacuous' album Man Of
The Woods, claiming
the flop proves he is no
longer worthy of pop
superstar status

'My phone just
exploded!' Teen who got
selfie with Justin
Timberlake says more
than 8,000 people have
requested to follow him
overnight

Justin Timberlake
eviscerated for singing
Prince tribute after
mocking his stature in
2007 and releasing a
diss track later that
same year

That looks familiar!
Kim Kardashian is
accused of copying
Ariana Grande's look
from artwork for 2015
hit Focus in her Kimoji
Hearts fragrance ad

Glamorous Rita Ora
flashes her ample
cleavage in perilously
plunging white jumpsuit
as she heads to TV
studio in Paris 
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Hot on the promo trail 

'Think about this':
Beyonce's father
Mathew Knowles says
she wouldn't be so
famous if she had
darker skin
He launched her career

'Fly Eagles, fly': Tom
Brady's baby mama
Bridget Moynahan trolls
her ex by applauding
Nick Foles after Patriots
lose to Eagles at Super
Bowl

Trump embraces
Melania as he walks her
to Marine One in
pointed display of unity
after their marriage was
rocked by Stormy
Daniels' sex claims

'They keep me young
at heart!': Christie
Brinkley poses with all
three kids at 64th
birthday party... before
calling Donald Trump
'smarmy'

'I couldn't be more
proud!': Carey Hart
expresses admiration
for wife Pink after she
sang the national
anthem at Super Bowl
while sick with the flu

'None of us could
speak afterward': Mandy
Moore shares her
sadness on Today show
after This Is Us fans
finally see Jack's death
Stunning episode

Modern Family's Julie
Bowen goes ring-free
and wears 'I'm
celebrating' pin at
Disneyland as she's
seen for first time since
marriage split 

Behind the camera!
Edward Norton is seen
directing Bruce Willis in
the drama Motherless
Brooklyn about a NY
detective with Tourette
Syndrome

DON'T MISS
Ewan McGregor's

daughter Clara shares
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throwback family snap
on her birthday... as
father cites
'irreconcilable
differences' in divorce 

No time to stop!
Pregnant America
Ferrera eats lunch while
shopping for children's
clothes in LA alongside
husband Ryan Piers
Williams

Snowboarder Shaun
White hoping for
Olympic glory at his
fourth games after scary
crash last fall...and
cutting out booze 

Well THAT backfired!
Paris Hilton asks her 17
million followers 'what's
on your mind' - and she
is STILL being trolled
with random replies six
months later

 Ivana Trump, 68,
bundles up in a funky
fur coat as she and her
45-year-old ex-husband
Rossano Rubicondi
enjoy a shopping trip
together in New York

Pack your bags!
Snooki, JWoww, Deena
Cortese and Pauly D jet
out of Miami as they
continue Jersey Shore
reunion shenanigans in
Bahamas

Giving it the cold
shoulder! Newly blonde
Paris Jackson grabs
coffee at Starbucks with
a pal in LA in slouchy
sweater and cropped
pants

'He now is vindicated':
Corey Feldman is
CLEARED in LAPD
sexual battery
investigation after
criminal complaint was
rejected

Philadelphia's biggest
fans! Savannah Guthrie
shares adorable photos
and videos of her kids
cheering the Eagles on
to victory in their
matching jerseys

'It was unacceptable,
manipulative and I was
scared!' Natalie
Portman reveals she
has '100 stories' of
being sexually harassed
in Hollywood

Catherine Deneuve is
made to look like a
domestic violence
victim as artist accuses
her of making abusive
men feel 'empowered'
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by denouncing #MeToo 

'It's SO depressing':
Kylie Jenner fans are
shocked that her baby's
'$70k wardrobe is better
than theirs' after she
gives a glimpse inside
her closet

Bowled over! Melania
looks on in disbelief as
she and Donald are
greeted by scantily-clad
college cheerleaders at
Trump's Mar-a-Lago
Super Bowl party

Hell for leather!
Lindsay Lohan is all
smiles as she dons
skintight pants while on
family outing in NYC...
after being shaded by
Kim Kardashian

'Thanks for always
having my back!' Kim
Kardashian gives
special shout-out to
devoted makeup artist
who buffed out her
behind for photo shoot

Monica Seles'
billionaire husband, 76,
is refusing to pay the
$90,000 tax bill at his
Upstate New York lake
house... because of
goose poop on his lawn

Make-up free Sienna
Miller wraps up warm in
fur-lined coat and black
jeans as she enjoys
shopping spree in New
York City with a friend
Wrapped up warm

Comedian Kevin Hart
storms NFL Network
set, declares he's drunk
and drops the f-bomb
after being stopped
from getting onSuper
Bowl stage

Late night! Emma
Stone and her boyfriend
Dave McCary leave a
Saturday Night Live
after-party in New York
City at 4 am
He works on the show

'He is so cute with
Dream': Slimmed down
Rob Kardashian breaks
the internet as he makes
very rare appearance in
Kylie's pregnancy video

Victoria's Secret Angel
Lais Ribeiro models a
TINY bikini for Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit as
she makes her second
appearance in the
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magazine 

'I have never touched
Kate Upton': Guess co-
founder DENIES 'false
and malicious
accusation' of sexual
harassment in response
to model's tweet

Porn star Stormy
Daniels throws a sexy
Super Bowl party in Las
Vegas while Trump
chats to a line of
cheerleaders at his bash
in Palm Beach

Vibrant characters!
Silent movie sirens
come back into the
spotlight in a stunning
collection of colorized
portraits
Stunning images

Gordon Ramsay is
slammed by vegans
AGAIN after 'mocking'
animal rights
organisation PETA over
his love of eating 'tasty
animals'

'It was amazing!':
Melissa McCarthy, 47,
makes out with 22-year-
old man in trailer for
new movie Life Of The
Party which she debuts
on Ellen 

Lady-in-waiting claims
a shy Princess Elizabeth
was told to be 'brave' by
her late mother - as the
future queen found
social situations
'daunting'

'Are they still talking?'
Fans question state of
Kylie Jenner's
relationship with Caitlyn
after transgender star is
only family member
absent from new video

Their pride and joy!
Olivia Wilde and fiance
Jason Sudeikis dote on
children Otis and Daisy
during family outing to
farmers' market in Los
Angeles

'Time away from my
wife and family takes a
toll': Music legend Paul
Simon, 76, announces
final tour after FIFTY
years on the road
Ready to call it quits

'She's called
BUTTERFLY': Kylie
Jenner's fans believe
they have discovered
her baby's name after
reality star drops some
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SERIOUS hints

'This was a proud
moment for me': Mark
Wright sings Summer
Nights with Olivia
Newton-John... after
rubbing shoulders with
Kevin Costner

Bella horn! Makeup-
free Thorne catches the
eye in a silk camisole
and distressed jeans as
she goes without a bra
for her driving lesson in
LA

Actress who played
Queen Elizabeth's sister
Margaret in The Crown
reveals lots of sex
scenes were CUT
because they were 'too
titillating'

Justin Timberlake
turns Minneapolis
purple with Prince
tribute at Super Bowl
half time show - but
fans of late singer are
less than impressed 

Gisele Bündchen
inspires a stream of
comical tweets from
Super Bowl viewers as
she chugs red wine
during husband Tom
Brady's crushing defeat

Tide and Jeff Bezos
win the battle of the
multi-million dollar
Super Bowl ads but Bud
Light and Ram score
duds according to
social media 

Ivanka Trump takes a
call as she rides to work
in blacked-out SUV,
hours after carrying her
sleepy children off Air
Force One following a
weekend in Mar-a-Lago

SPOILER ALERT: This
Is Us fans in meltdown
after death of Jack
Pearson (and some are
FURIOUS as DVR cuts
off the end because the
Super Bowl ran over)

Kate Beckinsale looks
chic in khaki shirt, jeans
and military boots while
filming The Widow in
South Africa
Ppotted filming her new
project in Cape Town

Solo: A Star Wars
Story full official trailer
is FINALLY released as
Alden Ehrenreich joins
forces with Game of
Thrones star Emilia
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Clarke

Nick Foles' adorable
seven-month-old
daughter Lily steals the
limelight in her cute
pink earmuffs as her
MVP daddy holds her
aloft after Super Bowl 

Fan girl moment! Maria
Sharapova steps out in
ace Spice Girls top...
after girl band announce
their reunion
Tennis player, 30, was
spotted in Venice Beach 

'He puts his shoes on
and tap dances around
the house': Piers
Morgan's wife Celia
Walden reveals some
hilarious truths about
the star

'Gisele was right!' Tom
Brady is ridiculed for
missing a catch in
Super Bowl five years
after wife said he
'cannot f***ing throw the
ball and catch it'

'We are like
mushrooms': Phyllis
Logan throws shade at
TV bosses for leaving
star-studded cast 'in the
dark' about Downton
Abbey movie

The All-Stars! Bradley
Cooper, Jennifer Lopez,
and Gisele Bundchen
lead the way as
celebrities descend
upon the Super Bowl
in Minneapolis

'He was out chasing
skirts!' Christie Brinkley
claims 'flirty' Donald
Trump tried to woo her
with private jet flight
while he was married to
first wife Ivana

PICTURED: Kim
Kardashian and Kanye
West's newborn
daughter Chicago is
seen for the FIRST TIME
in Kylie Jenner's birth
announcement video

Wallis Simpson's one
true love... and it wasn't
Edward VIII: How
Duchess of Windsor
lustred after rich Yale
graduate and tried to
snatch him from rival 

Marlon Brando's
former three-bedroom
hidden Hawaiian
property, complete with
HUGE tropical garden,
has gone up for sale for
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$2.3million

Proud Shiloh, 11, and
Zahara, 13, join mom
Angelina Jolie on red
carpet to support her at
awards show 
The youngsters matched
in black outfits

Model Jessica Hart
supports New York
Knicks and bites her lip
as she looks up at arena
monitors during the
very tight basketball
game with a friend

Sarah Ferguson 'WILL
be invited to Prince
Harry and Meghan
Markle's wedding' at
Windsor Castle on May
19 in bid to heal family
rift over divorce 

Pregnant Tia Mowry,
39, bares her baby
bump in bikini while
hanging out by the pool
on Super Bowl Sunday
Recently revealed she's
expecting her second

Is Martha Louise
Europe's most down-to-
earth royal? Divorced
Norwegian princess 
shares selfies in the
makeup chair and
sipping wine 

Playground of the rich
and famous: Exclusive
Montana club where
Tom Brady, Bill Gates
and Justin Timberlake
relax - and members
must OWN a home

'Special night!'
Brooklyn Beckham, 18,
shares shots of himself
being fed cake by
girlfriend Chloe Moretz
as they celebrate her
21st birthday together

Chris Hemsworth is
keen to turn Crocodile
Dundee Super Bowl
commercial into a REAL
movie after
overwhelmingly positive
response from fans 

Sex and the City's Kim
Cattrall reveals her
brother has been found
dead after vanishing
from his home in
Canada almost a week
ago

He's a part of the
family now! Anna Faris
brings new boyfriend
Michael Barrett to Super
Bowl party with son
Jack and her parents
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Still going strong

'Done!' Jamie Dornan,
35, rules himself out of
starring in future Fifty
Shades movies as actor
insists he's 'getting
TOO OLD' for racy film
franchise

Hugh Grant settles his
High Court phone-
hacking damages claim
against British
newspaper group for
'six-figure sum'
Given cash to charity

Madonna's ex husband
Guy Ritchie plans to
add a gin distillery to
his recently opened
brewery at his
$13million English
estate 

The color-block
Queen! Maxima of the
Netherlands opts for a
striking combination of
red and plum to launch
a cancer research
institute in Amsterdam 

No one puts Odell in
the corner: Hilarious
Super Bowl commercial
sees Eli and Beckham
Jr recreate THAT scene
from Dirty Dancing 
Hilarious ad

'This is where I did a
face-plant': Kris Jenner
breaks coffee table as
she falls head first into
couch at Chrissy
Teigen's Super Bowl
party

Robert Wagner 'spent
an hour and half
drinking scotch before
looking for Natalie
Wood and asked locals
to search rather than
the coastguard'

'Find the ability to
forgive': Milo
Ventimiglia stars in
tongue-in-cheek ad
where he makes peace
with Crock-Pot after
This Is Us tragedy

Alicia Vikander spoke
to Prince William about
watching The Crown at
dinner held British
royals' honor in Sweden
(and admits she was too
nervous to drink)

New cousin alert!
North West wears Mobb
Deep sweater as she
heads out of JFK
Airport with Kourtney
and Penelope to meet
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Kylie's new baby

'Fly, Eagles, fly!':
Jennifer Lawrence
hijacks loudspeaker on
a plane to lead
passengers in an Eagle
chant in honor of Super
Bowl Sunday

Cindy Crawford, 51,
reimagines her iconic
1992 Pepsi commercial
in star-studded new
Super Bowl ad with 18-
year-old model son
Presley

'I'll miss you bumping
along with me!' Kylie
Jenner, 20, and Khloe
Kardashian, 33, cradle
their bare bumps in
throwback after birth
announcement 

Zoe Saldana nails chic
daytime look in pretty
white sundress and
quirky red specs as she
enjoys family day out
with husband Marco
Perego and their sons

'The world needs girl
power': Emma Bunton
reveals what inspired
the shock Spice Girls
reunion... as she teases
there's 'exciting things
to come' for group

First Cloverfield
Paradox trailer airs
during Super Bowl... as
Netflix confirms movie
will be available to
stream immediately
after the game

Hollywood star Sam
Neill, 70, finds love with
Australian political
journalist, 56 - after the
pair started flirting on
Twitter
Modern romance

'It just tastes so good!'
Pregnant Kylie Jenner
reveals In-N-Out
cravings as doctor tells
her 'do cardio' in diary
video 
Revealing all

'It's a boy!' Counting
On's Joseph and
Kendra Duggar reveal
the gender of their baby
in an explosive way
Ignited in a puff of blue
smoke 

'I don't want it to end!'
Rita Ora hints there
could be a Fifty Shades
spin-off featuring her
character Mia Grey
The singer, 27, is looking
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to boost film career

There's no Fall Out,
Boy! Smiling Ashlee
Simpson reunites with
her ex-husband Pete
Wentz as they cheer on
son their Bronx during
tennis lesson

'I'm doing fine': Lana
Del Rey updates fans on
her well-being after
Florida man was
arrested for 'plot to
kidnap her'
Scary incident

Sarah Hyland flashes
her taut torso in
provocative 'puppies'
crop top and leggings...
as she hits the gym for
the 'first time in five
months'

Hot metal! Lupita
Nyong'o sparkles in
semi-sheer metalic
dress at press
conference for Black
Panther in South Korea
Joined by co-stars

Ariel Winter keeps her
perky derriere and
toned abs on display in
cropped sports bra and
tracksuit bottoms as
she arrives home from
the shops in LA

Kylie Jenner shows off
her changing shape in
all its glory in
pregnancy video... after
months of covering up
in baggy clothes and
shunning the spotlight 

Flip Or Flop's Christina
El Moussa shows off fit
figure in clinging
leggings as she grabs
healthy green juice...
days after finalizing
divorce

Her little dancer!
Gisele Bundchen's
5-year-old daughter
Vivian dances during
Justin Timberlake's
Super Bowl halftime
show in sweet video

American Idol winner
Kelly Clarkson makes
debut as new The Voice
coach in playful Super
Bowl commercial
New coach for the
fourteenth season

Stunning gowns, bold
prints and plenty of
jewels: FEMAIL takes a
look at some of
Princess Mary's best
looks on her 46th
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birthday

Ted's Good Place!
Actor Danson and wife
Mary Steenburgen
splash out $5.15 million
on the house next door
It is a 4,000 square feet
property 

John Krasinski is Tom
Clancy's Jack Ryan in
Amazon Prime's first
ever Super Bowl
commercial promoting
original series
Action packed

Saoirse Ronan stuns
in sophisticated tweed
culottes as she picks up
the Santa Barbara
Award alongside Lady
Bird co-star Timothee
Chalamet

'I've always been self-
conscious': Model
Naomi Campbell, 47,
claims she's insecure
about her figure... and
she used to hate
modeling lingerie

Pink battles through
flu to perform
triumphant rendition of
US national anthem at
Super Bowl (but gets
caught spitting out
throat lozenge before)

Kate Upton wears a
Wonder Woman T-shirt
as she runs errands
after accusing Guess
co-founder Paul
Marciano of sexually
harassing women

Carrie Underwood
shines in Super Bowl
video... as it's revealed
it was taped before
accident requiring
dozens of stitches to
her face

John Krasinski and
wife Emily Blunt team
up to play married
couple locked in
terrified silence in
creepy trailer for new
thriller A Quiet Place

'It's game day!': Olivia
Culpo gets glammed up
to support her New
England Patriots player
beau Danny Amendola
at Super Bowl
Behind-the-scenes

'It's all been leading to
this!': Robert Downey
Jr's Iron Man leads
Marvel superheroes
against Thanos in Super
Bowl trailer for
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Avengers: Infinity War

Inside Kylie Jenner's
secret baby shower:
Kim Kardashian and
family joined reclusive
star's pals at pretty pink
pajama themed party
Lavish bash

Justin Timberlake
courts controversy by
projecting video of
Prince while covering I
Would Die 4 U during
Super Bowl halftime
show

The evolution of Kylie
Jenner and Travis
Scott's relationship as
they welcome baby girl
and spark rumors of
engagement with
diamond ring

The man who captured
Kylie Jenner's secretive
pregnancy: From a
garbage man to one of
Hollywood's most in
demand videographers
Surprise announcement

'I consider it the
ultimate homage':
Justin Timberlake tells
Jimmy Fallon Prince is
the 'greatest of all time'
after Super Bowl tribute
Chatted after show

Kylie Jenner gives first
glimpse of BABY GIRL
with Travis Scott as she
CONFIRMS birth... and
reveals why she chose
to keep pregnancy a
secret

She's his biggest fan!
Model Gisele Bundchen
arrives at stadium to
support husband Tom
Brady ahead of the
Super Bowl 

Iggy Azalea rocks
bright pink hair as she
joins Kim Kardashian's
best friend Jonathan
Cheban in Monster
Products' 2018 Super
Bowl commercial

Talk about a
cliffhanger! Dwayne
'The Rock' Johnson
hangs by his prosthetic
leg from a burning
building in Super Bowl
trailer for Skyscraper

'Feel something again':
Steven Tyler recovers
his youthful good looks
in Super Bowl ad for the
Kia 2018 Stinger
Aerosmith rocker went
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back in time

'This world deserves to
die': Westworld teaser
airs during Super
Bowl... as HBO
announces season two
premiere date
New teaser

We see where her
loyalties lie! Pink
dresses her family in
Eagles gear at Super
Bowl after she battled
flu to deliver national
anthem performance

'Trying to stay warm':
Gisele Bundchen hugs
her sister in freezing
Minnesota weather...
ahead of hubby Tom
Brady's big game
Took to Instagram

Finally! Star Wars fans
get first look at new
Solo movie as teaser is
screened during the
Super Bowl
Eagerly awaited moment
for fans

Twitter celebrates
#JanetJackson
AppreciationDay in
honor of icon and to
protest Justin
Timberlake's Super
Bowl performance

'Best day ever!' Gisele
Bundchen poses with
her girl squad while
Jessica Biel has Justin
Timberlake's back as
celebs go Super Bowl
crazy on social media

Now THAT'S an ad!
Crocodile Dundee-
inspired commercial
featuring Chris
Hemsworth and Margot
Robbie airs during the
Super Bowl

Is she fur real? Megan
Fox bundles up in furry
jacket and matching
slides while attending
Sunday church service
solo
Casual Sunday

'She's out of your
league!' Jennifer
Lawrence slays as
super spy in new Super
Bowl trailer for Red
Sparrow
To hit theaters March 2

Arm in arm! Sarah
Paulson, 43, and
Holland, 75, spotted on
a stroll in NYC ... after
Taylor speaks out at Liz
Smith's memorial
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Both looked very happy 

Tom Brady dresses
like an Austin Powers
villain for the Super
Bowl as he prepares to
vie for a sixth ring 
More like a villain than a
pro footballer

'Got my beergut ready
for Super Bowl!'
Pregnant April Love
Geary shares snaps of
her growing bump
Robin Thicke's model
girlfriend

'The end you always
feared is coming': Tom
Cruise is in full action
man mode in first trailer
for Mission: Impossible
- Fallout
Revives his character

Ruff life! Nina Dobrev
shows off fit figure in
tight leggings as she
takes pup to dog park
The Vampire Diaries
actress, 29, was snapped
in Los Angeles

Tat's not real! Jennifer
Garner shows off
temporary tattoo as she
arrives at church on
Sunday
Ahead of Sunday mass in
Los Angeles

Youthful Elizabeth
Hurley, 52, flaunts her
slender figure and
ample cleavage in a
skimpy leopard print
bikini in throwback
holiday snapshot

Flipping out! Jennifer
Lawrence makes angry
gesture as she speaks
about corruption in
politics
Let her rage at the US
political system show 

Moms who rock! Jaime
King, 38, is stylish in a
ice cool ensemble for
son Leo's soccer
practice in Beverly Hills
Rocker chic credentials

Ready to shoot!
Priyanka Chopra takes
aim as she gets in
character on Quantico
set
She was armed and
dangerous on set

'It's kind of staggering
what he does!' Sarah
Jessica Parker gushes
over 'Carrie Dragshaw'
drag queen as they
finally meet for the first
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time

Yes, you CAN be a sex
symbol during
menopause: Baywatch
star Pamela Anderson
opens up on hot
flushes, turning 50 - and
her younger lover

Kourtney Kardashian
takes daughter
Penelope and North
West ice skating in
Central Park... just
before Kylie's birth
announcement

HBO buy first Super
Bowl ad in 20 years... to
debut exclusive season
2 teaser of Westworld 
The cable network's spot
will debut exclusive
footage

Fifty Shades star
Arielle Kebbel's Sister
Julia is missing after a
fire broke out
Wednesday in her Los
Angeles home
Hunt is on 

Capping off a
successful night!
Natalie Portman wears a
little black dress to SNL
afterparty following
hilarious hosting gig
Celebratory mood

Leggy Izabel Goulart
flaunts her gym-honed
physique in sparkling
silver gown alongside
beau Kevin Trapp at
Neymar's star-studded
birthday bash in Paris

Embrace your
uniqueness, Duchess of
Cambridge tells children
in video message
released to mark
Children's Mental Health
week

Skater girls! Real
Housewife Bethenny
Frankel keeps cozy in a
bright pink fluffy jacket
as she and daughter
Bryn, seven, take to the
ice in NYC

'Watching grandpa
deplane Air Force One':
Ivanka Trump shares
sweet snap of son
Joseph peering out a
window as Lara posts
photo with baby Luke

Brooklyn Beckham
looks fresh-faced after
THAT guy-liner faux-
pas... as he heads out
on lunch date with
girlfriend Chloe Moretz
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in LA

Gary Oldman's Darkest
Hours: How the actor
spent four hours every
day squeezing into a
fatsuit and having
make-up applied to play
Winston Churchill

More than 20 of Queen
Elizabeth's swans have
been killed by bird flu
outbreak with another
20 expected to die 
Heartbreaking news for
royals

Solid as a rock!
Jumanji: Welcome the
Jungle? takes the top
spot at the box office
SEVEN WEEKS after its
release
Took the top spot

Tom Cruise is seen
hobbling on the
Mission: Impossible 6
set in London... five
months after sustaining
ankle injury during high-
octane stunt

Why so shy? Kendall
Jenner tries to keep a
low profile at LAX as
she covers her face with
a huge men's shirt
The 22-year-old
supermodel 

'I tried to end my life
when I was 18': Fitness
star and new mother
Emily Skye shares her
devastating battle with
depression
Instagram star.

Crime Watch Daily
unravels murder of NFL
star's pregnant
girlfriend shot dead by
scorned mistress who
wore dark face paint
and a wig during killing

Alec Baldwin returns
to SNL as pajama-clad
Trump phoning Fox
News, bragging about
his SOTU watched by
'13 billion people' and
ranting about the FBI

 'It has come as a
massive surprise':
Brooklyn Beckham 'set
to quit photography
course after one term'
to focus on internship
with industry trailblazer

John Stamos, 54, and
pregnant Caitlin
McHugh, 31, marry in
Beverly Hills ceremony
just a day after she was
robbed of $165,000
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worth of jewelry

Monochrome magic!
Margot Robbie, 27,
dazzles in black and
white ensemble at I,
Tonya screening
The star of movie 'I,
Tonya' 

Doting father Jamie
Dornan grabs an ice
cream with daughter
Dulcie in LA...after he
revealed his wife Amelia
hasn't seen the Fifty
Shades sequel

No ice between them!
Justin Bieber indulges
in iced treat with
friend... as it's revealed
his on-off romance with
Selena Gomez is
'stronger than ever'

Today's headlines
Most Read

Ground control to Major Tom - we have
LIFT OFF! Moment the Wworld's most
powerful space rocket fires a Tesla...

Missouri mother, 33, who killed her three-
month-old baby girl and husband, then
herself, may have been...

Shocking photos emerge of Jaws star
Richard Dreyfuss 'groping and grabbing'
two Long Island women backstage...

Ex-Uber CEO Travis Kalanick reluctantly
agrees in court that Google is the industry
leader for self-driving...

Amtrak train BREAKS APART as it was
traveling 125mph on its way to New York
from DC as national railway...

'Let's have a shutdown!' Trump says
Republicans would be right to let government
funding lapse if he doesn't...

EXCLUSIVE: 'Serial killer' who dumped
his victims in plant pots was banned from
Toronto's gay village after...

'If you no speak English, I will send you
home': HR rep fired for sending 'degrading'
email to immigrant job...

Can you blame her? Winner of $559M
lottery wants to remain anonymous to
avoid curse of previous winners who...

PICTURED: Frasier actor John Mahoney, 77,
on stage just two months before his death as
it's revealed he...

'Voodoo cleansing ritual' horror: Mother
'obsessed with the Illuminati killed her
two young sons by stabbing...

Man is slashed in the face and neck with a
box-cutter at Maryland bus stop after asking
'drunk' illegal...

Inside the lavish Celebrity Big Brother
home where reality TV villain Omarosa
will compete against...

Meet Stormi! Kylie Jenner reveals name of
newborn baby girl along with sweet photo

Netflix series to tell the story of the
cunning serial rapist who evaded justice
for three years but was...
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'Love you': Tom Brady shows support for
'incredible player, teammate and friend'
Malcom Butler after he...

Robbed Gronkowski: Patriots star reports
that 'multiple safes' and 'possible guns'
were stolen from his $1M...

Amazon dismisses speculation Super Bowl
Alexa ad revealed that Austin is going to be
the location of its...

‘Maddie and I both got us a ring now’:
Injured Philadelphia Eagles quarterback
Carson Wentz proposes to...

Philadelphia Ink: Eagles fans memorialize the
team's first Super Bowl victory with fresh
tattoos

Google to buy New York's Chelsea Market
for $2billion as the growing company
struggles to find enough office...

Mother stares Virginia tech student, 20, who
is accused of stabbing her 13-year-old
daughter to death then...

Anna Nicole Smith was NOT an addict but
did misuse drugs claims her former
doctor on 11th anniversary of the...

Temptations singer Dennis Edwards, 74, 'was
abused by his 60-year-old wife, who tried to
suffocate him and...

Justin Trudeau interrupts woman to tell
her to use 'peoplekind' instead of
'mankind' because 'it's more...

Is this the secret to a happy marriage?
Woman creates a CHART to remind her to
be nice to her husband (and...

Flu death rate is higher in cities of Super
Bowl teams, decades-long study reveals -
as data shows the virus...

PIERS MORGAN: How dare you kill off
mankind, Mr Trudeau, you spineless virtue-
signalling excuse for a...

Dow closes up more than 560 points after
an early dive during a volatile day of
trading

MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
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Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!
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